#2 Action Figures
The player will receive a text from the owner of Hardcore Comic Store in West Vinewood, who was
given the player's number by Lester Crest. They will explain that their nemesis had stolen their
action figures and that the player will receive a reward if they find them.
There are one hundred action figures scattered throughout the map, located outdoors or inside
various buildings. They can have different appearances, such as that of Republican Space
Rangers, Impotent Rage, Princess Robot Bubblegum, Aliens or Monkeys.
The last two will only spawn after collecting all others, at the Thomson Scrapyard.
These two are different from the others, as they are action figures of
the Beast and Bigfoot. This is a reference to the hidden fight between the real versions
of the two.
Once collected, they each give the player $1,000 and 1,000 RP. After collecting all action figures,
the player will receive another text from the contact, telling them to go to the store. Once there,
walking beneath the awning will trigger a cutscene. The protagonist will walk for the door to enter
the store, and then exit wearing an Impotent Rage outfit and the Impotent Rage hairstyle unlocked
(free at any barber shop). They will also receive an additional GTA$50K.

Known issue - Contact Rockstar if this happens to you!
It is possible for the game to bug out and not credit the player for all 98 regular figures, in which
case the Beast and Bigfoot will not spawn, leaving progress stuck at 95-97 and preventing
completion. Rockstar Support can be contacted, to which the missing figures can be manually
added to the player's game account and the change will be registered on the next login. Note that
if Support must intervene with this, the text directions on where to go will not show up, so the
player will have to find the map icon themselves.
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